Cambridge Accident Lawyers
Cambridge Accident Lawyers - Our company of insurance professionals offer legal suggestion regarding the broad range of
matters of insurance to the numerous businesses in the insurance industry. These can include the defense of professionals,
directors and officers; fire litigation, product liability claims, personal injury claims, class actions and subrogated actions. We offer
the insurance trade with legal counsel at all levels of the Courts and have assisted insurers in policy wordings.
On behalf of private insurers and Insurance Corporations, we act in various casualty and property claims. Our goal is to provide
clients with cost- effective solutions to insurance claims.
We provide corporate recommendation to insurers. Our long-standing relationships with various domestic and worldwide
insurance market insurers enable us to provide the insurance industry with cost-efficient and expert counsel.
Professional Liability
We help in the development of professional liability policy wordings for engineers, architects and accountants, providing counsel
and opinions about coverage and coverage disputes in these areas.
Municipal Liability
Our partners advise local government members and their Boards and Commissions about coverage issues and policy wordings,
as well as acting as counsel on coverage and liability problems on their behalf. We even act for municipalities in liability actions
occurring out of fire connected losses and code enforcement.
Directors' and Officers' Liability
Claims against officers and directors are dealt with effectively and quickly. We have experience dealing with coverage issues as
control counsel for D&O carriers.
Builders' Risk
We provide litigation in issues related to materials, faulty workmanship, and design exclusion in builders risk policies.
Insurance Fraud
We act for insurers in matters related to insurance fraud comprising providing coverage advice, defending the denial of fraudulent
claims, and advancing claims on behalf of insurers against insureds and third party service providers.
Fire Losses
Our fire loss group is knowledgeable in each part of fire associated claims, delivering services in the most focused and effective
manner. We offer coverage recommendation as well as manage fire litigation from the preliminary investigation to the case
presentation and preparation stages. We represent insurers when claims of bad faith and subrogation impact their direct interests.
Class Actions
Our lawyers have worked on numerous high profile class action lawsuits involving product liability, financial services and
insurance issues.

